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Your Vision, Our Mission

We Guide CUs to Xcel
One Member at a Time
It is our mission to guide credit unions, one

The Full Picture

by one, to unending growth in local market

Marketing, Finance, Lending, Branches, HR,

share by leveraging the collective knowledge

and more - We have extensive experience

and experiences of the hundreds of credit

providing solutions in nearly all functions of

unions we have advised.

the organization. Therefore, whether we are
conducting a Market Analysis or Checking

By focusing on the right metrics and advising

Redesign, our experience allows us to fore‐

on principles before practices, we arm execu‐

see the impact of our solutions across the

tives with the confidence and initiative to in‐

entire organization.

novate and grow their organizations.

Our Personal Touch
To build a strategy that works, a credit union
needs a partner – not an agency. As your
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partner, we see ourselves as an extension of
your management team. We will listen and
consider every relevant aspect of your busi‐
ness as we work together to build your strate‐
gic plan, market plan, or product plan.

Credit Union Focus
As proud supporters of the credit union move‐
ment, we only work with credit unions. We
have been fighting for credit unions for
decades and proudly begin all engagements
by learning how you uniquely build better lives
of your members.

Your Vision, Our Mission

Consulting Proposal

Strategic

CUXcel provides several different
solutions to assist you in reaching

• Ongoing Strategic Advisory

Planning,

your Strategic Plan Goals.

• Market Analysis, Siting, Branch

Consulting, &

Strategic Planning Services

Advisory Services

Advisory & Consulting Services

Goal Setting, Delivery Strategy

• Remote or Onsite Facilitation

• Product Development
Other Services

• Plan Management & Advisory

• Employee Engagement Survey

• Execution of Select Strategies

• Marketing Plan Execution,
Turnkey mail/email targeting
• Member BI Data Service
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Kevin Stang
CUXcel's President and Chief Advisor is Kevin Stang. Kevin
began working in the credit union industry immediately
upon earning a B.S. degree in Marketing. After working as
the Head of Marketing for two credit unions, he joined one
of the top credit union consulting firms in the country. Since
then, and over the past 25+ years, Kevin has worked as a
Senior Strategic Advisor, Strategic Consultant, and Director
of Strategic Advisory Services. As a career consultant, Kevin
has directly worked with nearly 400 credit unions to develop
strategies and tactics to maximize institution growth and
member "give back."

With his unparalleled experience and keen analytic mind, he
inspires confidence in credit unions as they struggle to inno‐
vate and compete.

A well-balanced consultant, Kevin has a great depth of
knowledge across most major credit union functions - in‐
cluding marketing, lending, branching, sales, product devel‐
opment, pricing, risk management, and staff development.
All of this, coupled with his experience in the board room,
has enabled him to become a very effective strategic plan‐
ning facilitator. All things considered, Kevin’s greatest asset
is his unrelenting drive to advance the credit union move‐
ment and improve the financial well being of more and more
credit union members across the country.

Your Vision, Our Mission

Your Vision, Our Mission
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Creative
Role: Marketing Executive

| Experience: Created 100’s of Campaigns

As a former head of marketing at 2 credit unions and a CU marketing agency,
Kevin understands the ins and outs of the business. His unique skillset and
experience allow him to leverage member intelligence to build custom
strategies and then develop the creative and copy to support these strate-

Analytic
Role: Expert Research Analyst

| Experience: 180+ CU Projects

While most consultants review and interpret research, Kevin prefers to get
his hands wet. Product Development, Market Analysis, and Revenue Enhancement are just a few of the many lines of deep data solutions Kevin has
developed for some of the largest firms serving the credit union industry.

Leader
Role: National Presenter | Experience: 100+ CU Group Presentations
As a foremost thought leader in the credit union industry, Kevin has presented at dozens of national credit union conferences. He has also conducted more than 100 strategy workshops for groups of 10-50 credit unions
and has instructed at CUNA’s Western School of Management.

Experienced
Role: C-Level Credit Union Advisor | Experience: 20+ years
Kevin has facilitated nearly 100 management and board planning sessions
and has been retained by over 350 credit unions as a Strategic Advisor to
their executive teams. He is passionate about sharing the collective knowledge from these experiences to strengthen the credit union movement.
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Overview of Advisory Services

Integrated Services
Made for Plan Execution
At CUXcel, we guide "CUs to Xcel" by assisting with the execution of the strategies we help you create. As your plan‐
ning facilitator, we helped you create your strategy, and now we’ll help you execute on it by knocking down key barri‐
ers. We will transform your host data into a usable form for research, tracking and marketing lists and then provide
the marketing expertise and manpower to manage and execute your strategy.

ADVISORY.
MANAGE PLAN

GUIDANCE

CULTURE SHIFT

Plan Management and Advisory

Facilitate meetings, assist team
in-between, govern changes

Continued dialog from planning on
successfully executing strategies

Guide the team to succeed through
aligning strategy with culture

Govern the plan while providing
strategic guidance all year.

TARGETED LISTS

PERFORMANCE

RESEARCH

Process monthly data extracts to
create prioritized target segments

Report on Strategic Segments from
Market to Behavioral Groups

Conduct ad-hoc research using
member data

DATA.
Member BI Data Service
Convert client data into a research,
reporting, and list generation tool.

MARKETING.
SERIAL CAMPAIGNS

ONE-OFFS

MARKETING PLAN

Member Development

Turnkey creative/copy/fulfillment
(onboarding, top targets, etc.)

Marketing mailers, promotions,
landing pages, newsletters, etc.

Development and optional
execution of your marketing plan

Creation and execution of a full
marketing plan.

SURVEYS

MARKET STUDY

PRODUCT STUDY

Employee Engagement,
Member Satisfaction, and more

Branch opening, closing, goal
setting, performance tracking

Update checking, loans, and
other product lines

PROJECTS.
Custom Projects
Same service as largest providers
at a fraction of the cost

Overview of Advisory Services
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Maximize Return on Investment with
Data Driven Solutions & Expert Guidance
A successful strategy requires the right business intelligence and the right interpretation of it. Having created 100’s of
marketing, branch, product, and other strategies for credit unions – we know which data to examine and what to look
for. The diagram below explores our typical process for developing a successful year-round marketing plan.
We begin by taking your data and segmenting it into key groups of members to see what is driving purchase decisions.
From here, we prioritize our marketing dollars to target the right members, at the right time, with the right message.
Then, we review tracking results to continually improve the strategy.

SEGMENTED DATA
Data Driven Strategy (1)

CUSTOM
PROJECTS
& PROMOS

Generate Mailing Lists (3)

Results Tracking (5)

REPEAT

START

(6) Refinements

(4) Right Timing & Message

SERIAL & MATRIX
MARKETING

(2) Prioritized Targets

ADVISORY
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Plan Management & Advisory

Plan Management
& Advisory Service
At CUXcel, we guide "CUs to Xcel" by assisting with the execution of the strategies we help you create. With our Plan
Management and Advisory Service (PMAS), your planning facilitator becomes your coach, there to integrate your strate‐
gic plan into your “everyday.” We will help you to (1) keep the plan on track, and (2) execute your plan with excellence.
As change occurs, we will govern the plan modifications and challenge the team whenever they feel due dates need to
be pushed. But when we must course correct, we will be ready with a half day “plan refresh” session.

Stay On Track
CUXcel will act as an unbiased “third party” that will col‐
lect all plan updates from individuals on a regular basis.
Updates include any lead measures that affect the score‐
card, status updates, and more. The facilitator will also
work with team members in between each update call to
provide direction on completing their assigned objective.

Execute with Excellence
With every engagement, we put the member at the center
of the organization and help credit unions build a culture
that surrounds improving their financial well-being. Creat‐
ing a plan that aligns your culture with your member strat‐
egy is only a first step. To drive this cultural shift, CUXcel
will help you accurately translate this message across all
areas of the organization.

Plan Management & Advisory

Consulting Proposal
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We Are Committed
To Guide You The Entire Way
When a typical Strategic Planning engagement ends, the facilitator leaves, along with all ownership in the plan’s
outcome. At CUXcel, we stand by our process and will stay by your side to guide you to the vision of success you
experienced during the planning engagement. The PMAS combines the plan management you need (1-3 below)
when your everyday jobs get in the way, and the experience and expertise (4-6) you want to deliver better results.
All in all, it is as if your planning engagement never ended and your facilitator is in the trenches with you.

1

2

3

Manage the Plan

Manage the Scorecard

Guide Accountability

• Track down and maintain updates

• Collect and report all updates

• Transition into “new normal”

• Lead regular status meetings

• Help keep lead measures fresh

• Highlight successes

• Press on Lead Measures

• Customize dashboards to be

• Sustain cadence

• Govern plan adaptions & changes

compelling and motivating

• Drive individual engagement

• Keep the plan relevant and treat it

• Analyze successes and failures

• Solicit help when one team

as a living document

and suggest adjustments

member falls behind

4

5

6

Guide Culture Shift

One on One Advisory

Plan Refresh*

• Advise on web & marketing look,
feel, focus, and messaging to
align with the brand promise
• Work on ways the front line can

• Continuous reinforcement of key Prin‐
ciples that drive execution
• Leverage the knowledge of 350+ CU’s

• Conduct a half-day “mini planning
session” onsite or virtually
• Pre-Meeting Surveys to probe for

as your CU acts on initiatives

potential course corrections

represent the CU as more than

• Keep watch and provide support

• Reinvigorate the team, celebrate

just great rates and lower fees

should motivation start to slide

successes and reward the team
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Plan Management & Advisory

Coming together is a beginning; keeping together
is progress; working together is success. -Henry Ford

1 2 3
Solidify Cadence
This is our new normal

Everyone’s Plan
If one person is behind, we are ALL behind

Celebrate Successful Launch
First set of Lead Measures are In

Team

One on One

Establish a Cadence

30days

60

90

Overcome Resistance

Deliver on Brand Promise

Execute with Excellence

As we step back into our Whirlwind

Culture shifts need continuous re‐

As you near 3 months, some team

our instinct will be to procrastinate.

inforcement. And for some, it is

members will be more focused on

Your advisor will help to ensure the

hard to translate the message to

making deadlines vs. executing with

first update meeting has “updates,”

key front-line employees and in

excellence. We will work to prevent

and the plan has “lift off.”

marketing. We will assist with

this, and at the least ensure top ob‐

getting the right message out.

jectives get full attention.

Plan Management & Advisory

Consulting Proposal
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The Plan Management portion of the service includes 6 meetings, including one Plan Refresh. The majority of work
will take place in between each meeting as your advisor works with the team to execute on their tasks. Clients may
opt for up to 12 (instead of 6) meetings in place of the plan refresh.

Focus on Accomplishments
No better outcome than an engaged team

Play to Win, Instead of Playing Not to Lose
Focus on lead measures, glance at goals

Prepare for Refresh

Plan Refresh & Team Refresh

Feeling of Self-Accountability Arrives

Halfway Point or any Appropriate Time

5 7 9

Course Correct

Tests
Finish
& Strong
Website Implementation

180

240

300

Winning Solutions

Exceed Targets

Maintain the Cadence

Throughout the engagement we are

After the plan “refresh” there will be

Goals exist, in large part, to give us

sharing advice for executing initiatives

a rejuvenated level of motivation.

something to work towards. At this

and the best practices of 350+ CUs.

We will leverage this as we create

point, we may find we are not going

At this halfway point, team members

and press on new lead measures

to reach some targets. We will be

will have become accustomed to call‐

that are predictive of the objective

there to ensure no momentum is lost

ing on the advisor.

targets and CU goals.

as we celebrate the wins.
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Member BI Data Service

Member BI
Data Service
Many credit unions fail to execute on strate‐
gies because the process of gathering and
manipulating data for marketing and re‐
search is too cumbersome. In the end,
members get very little communication or

Make Host System Data Actionable

01

MBI converts your host data into action‐
able segments for performance tracking,
marketing, and research.

messaging is very generalized. Plus, the
credit union is reluctant to try new things be‐
cause they do not have the right information
to assess the risk of innovation.

The Member Business Intelligence (MBI)

Gain Marketing Efficiencies

02

Spend less and gain more by targeting the
right member, with the right message, at
the right time.

Service Bureau MCIF Service is specifically
designed to help smaller credit unions with
their strategic data needs – and without the
financial burden of hiring an analyst or pur‐
chasing a full function MCIF system. With
MBI, all you need to do is securely transmit
to CUXcel a simple monthly extract and we’ll

03

Track Predictive “Lead” Measures
While Host and Accounting data is used
to assess your situation, MBI is used to
measure progress towards improvement.

process your data and then run your re‐
search, reports, and lists.

25+

YEARS EXPERIENCE WITH MEMBER
BUSINESS INTELLIGENCE

Member BI Data Service

Consulting Proposal
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Leverage MBI to make
better decisions, and best
reach members
Business Intelligence
Get the reports necessary to support your key initiatives and marketing cam‐
paigns. The more we know about our members, the more relevant our products,
services, and communication will become.

Marketing List Creation
Get targeted mail, email, and outbound call lists for key marketing initiatives. Re‐
duce Expenses by efficiently targeting members based on age, activity, and rela‐
tionship with the credit union.

Monthly Reporting and Campaign Tracking
Instead of focusing on basic financials, MBI tracking considers segments of the
membership that are a key focus for the credit union. With MBI you can better
measure results of key initiatives from your Strategic Plan and Marketing Plan.

Workforce and Expertise
Save time in gathering and validating data for all of the above purposes. Plus,
with over 20 years’ experience working with credit union data, we know how to en‐
sure your data outputs are accurate and actionable.
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Your
Member
Vision,
BI Data
Our Mission
Service

Leverage MBI to make better decisions,
and better reach members
With MBI, all you need to do is securely send us a simple monthly extract and we’ll process your
data and then run your research, reports, and lists. We take specific steps to see to it that all
member data is kept on secure file servers used by some the largest financial institutions in the
world. Our data collection and processing process (outlined below) will have your monthly lists,
reports, and online dashboards ready for you within 5 business days.

Step 1
Client will Create a Monthly Extract File
CUXcel requires a standard account extract which includes fields such as
product type, open date, balance, etc. We will take the data in whatever
form you can provide consistently, and map it to our system.

Step 2
CUXcel will Process and Convert file into MBI Form
Once the data is collected it needs to be converted into a usable form.
Like- addresses are grouped into “households,” products are assigned to
service classes, and behavior segments are created.

Step 3

It’s Secure.

Create Custom Performance Tracking Reports
The advisor will review standard reports with the client, and then work with
the client to create custom trending reports for tracking the strategic plan,
board metrics, marketing campaigns, member development, and more.

Step 4
Provide Prioritized Email/DM/Call Lists to act upon
The client and CUXcel will work together to develop a marketing plan that
includes specific mail, email, phone, etc. lists targeting key members for
relevant products and services.

CUXcel utilizes
Amazon Web
Services (AWS) Cloud Computing to
securely receive,
manipulate and
store your sensitive
member data.

Member BI Data Service

Consulting Proposal
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Member Business
Intelligence Insights
Focus on Metrics that Matter
Host System data is for assessing your situation. When converted
into MBI, you can act on measures that will improve the situation.
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Loans that did not come
from an indirect channel
this year

Percentage of NEW
(non-indirect) members
that opened a loan AND a
checking account.

6 Month Growth in
New Households

6 Month Percentage of
Lost Households

YTD Net New Members (Non-Indirect)

39%

5.2%

+3.5% -2.9%

Within Branch Market

7

Outside Branch Reach

The credit union needs to
focus on cross selling
checking to new borrowers.

48.2%
New Members

Ridge Market
Market Share of Housesholds is 8.2%

Percentage of NEW
members with a check‐
ing account.

Trending
Non-Indirect autos loan
penetration is up from
5.6% - 6 months ago to
7.1% today.

Reach Loyal Members
Members that borrower will continue to bor‐
row. Deepen Relationships with members
close to the branch.

$239k
YTD new loan balances from members
that were already borrowing with the
credit union.

Share is higher than our CU avg., but driven by
indirect loans. Checking penetration is only 34%

– New Borrowers, $122k –
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Member Development Marketing

Member Development
Marketing (MDM)
Prior to founding CUXcel, Kevin Stang developed Serialized/Matrix Member Marketing product lines for
two prominent vendors that have since served 300+ credit unions with member development.
With our MDM turnkey serialized marketing mail / email solutions, the majority of your annual member
communications will be handled efficiently and effectively with CUXcel. All you need to do is send us a
monthly data extract and we’ll deliver the right message to the right members at the right time.

01

02

03

04

Strategy.

Data.

Creative.

Fulfillment.

Save money by going af‐
ter the right targets.

Save time collecting and
auditing data.

Copy and creative done
by your strategic advisor.

We’ll take care of all
emails, mail, & tracking.

We’ll harness the collec‐
tive knowledge of 100’s
of credit unions to help
you build the perfect
strategy.

Use our MBI service or
for a small fee we can
take your batched host
system extract and con‐
vert it to a usable list.

We will customize your
copy and creative to align
with your target audience
and your credit union’s
overall brand strategy.

We are here to see your
strategies get executed
and therefore will handle
all vendor management,
tracking, and more.

Rest assured

while your new members, top
borrowers, and other key
members are being thoroughly
communicated to about the value
of membership.

Member Development Marketing

Consulting Proposal
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New Member Onboarding
Monthly campaign designed to target new members
based on their age and current product mix.

4 Unique Segments/mo. X 12mo. = 48 Segments
~5 Unique Pieces/list (Mos. 1,2,3,5,9) = 240 Lists

Borrower Development
Monthly campaign designed to target borrowers for
checking and other loans to lengthen relationship.

3 Unique Segments, ~3 Unique Pieces per list

Top Targets
Periodic campaigns that blend seasonality, demo‐
graphics, geography, and more to put the right product
in the right member hands, at the right time.

~4 Drops/yr. with follow up to high priority segments

Awareness
Periodic Campaigns aimed to reinforce the value of
membership. Examples include automated services
during pandemic, a new product, new branch, etc.

~6 Drops/yr. timed between other drops
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Summary

Key Outcomes
and Pricing
CUXcel’s Post-Strategic Planning services exist to help your credit union overcome the barriers of execution
and achieve the results you’d expect to see. Our approach is hands on and customized. We start with the
member in mind and choreographic a perfect strategy of communications. This is nothing that can get
from any other provider

PLAN MANAGEMENT
& ADVISORY

-

ACCOUNTABILITY

SOLID STRATEGIES

STRONG CULTURE

Unbiased Plan Governance,
Regular Meeting Facilitation,
Managed Plan Execution

Leverage 350+ CU Experiences to
Share Success Stories, Point out
Cautions, and Guide Efficiencies

Team Guided to Stay Engaged,
Consistent Reinforcement of Brand
Promise to Staff and Members

NO MORE BARRIERS

MBI DRIVEN ACTIONS

RELEVANCE

MBI on hand drives Actions
Targeted Lists in-hand monthly
Research Assistant On-Demand

MBI Supported Advisory Service
MBI Supported Marketing Service

Segmentation for communications
that consider member age and
Why/How member banks with us

AWARENESS

EFFICIENCIES

CONSISTENCIES

Members will have Top of Mind
awareness of what the CU offers
and your value proposition

Balanced marketing based on
liklihood to buy. Copy/Creative
that will bring more reponses.

Your Advisor is working across
the entire credit union,
threading the same message.

MEMBER BUSINESS
INTELLIGENCE

-

MEMBER
DEVELOPMENT
MARKETING

-

Integrated
Solutions

Your CUXcel Advisor Drives Marketing
with Data Driven Strategies that support
your Strategic Plan

Package Pricing

Consulting Proposal
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Your Advisor Drives your Marketing
with Data Driven Strategies
A leading credit union authority in data-driven marketing strategies, CUXcel
chief advisor - Kevin Stang, will transform your member intelligence into
the right message, to the right member, at the right time.
Each individual service makes the others more impactful. To help you
realize bigger results we are providing a package discounts for adding a
second or third service.

Plan Management & Advisory Service

$990/mo

•

included

Plan Management

Package
Pricing
$

Advisory

/MO

Plus Travel for
onsite session

Includes up to 9 Monthly Team Calls
Includes strategic plan refresh or one free onsite session
•

990

included

Average commitment is typically 8 hours/month
with the majority of time spent in first 3-6 months

Member Development Marketing (MDM)

$990/mo

w/o MBI service, client provides lists

•

Serialized Marketing (New Member, Top Borrowers, etc.)

included

+ 790
$

When added to
the above

Includes up to 4 serialized hybrid email/mail campaigns
with 30 custom emails and 10 custom mail pieces
•

Other Creative and Copy Services (one-off campaigns)

/MO

$150/hr

Typical charge for a postcard or email blast is $300
Shared image rights on all creative is included

Member Business Intelligence (MBI) Data Service

$990/mo
+$1,900 setup

•

Monthly Data Processing and Reporting

included

Collection and conversion of monthly data extract
Average of 4 hours of custom research per month
•

Custom List Generation, Reporting, Online Dashboards
All lists needed for MDM Service and other campaigns
Monthly Report Packet including Member Market Share

included

+ 790
$

/MO
+$1,900 setup, must be
added to both above.

Ready to Execute
Your Plan?

Let´s Begin.
www.CUXcel.com

CUXcel, LLC
400 E. Lincoln Highway, Suite 101
New Lenox, IL 60451

Online
Email:
Website:

info@cuxcel.com
www.cuxcel.com

LinkedIn.com/company/CUXcel
Facebook.com/CUXcel

Phone
Primary
Phone 2

815.717.6195
815.274.1190

